Preparation of free-standing hybrid colloidal membranes via assembly of liponanocapsules.
We intended to create a free-standing and organic-inorganic hybrid colloidal membrane. The colloidal membrane was assembled from polymeric capsules, which were prepared by coating of polymer layers over a liposome (liponanocapsules). In this study, two approaches were employed for mineralization over the membrane with calcium phosphate (CaP) to control its mechanical robustness and biodegradability (hybrid bioscaffold). One approach was based on CaP deposition over the liponanocapsules and their assembly into the hybrid membrane. CaP deposition was conducted via the counter-diffusion of phosphate ions and calcium ions across the capsule wall to obtain hybrid nanocapsules. Then, free-standing hybrid membrane was obtained by utilizing hybrid nanocapsules as building blocks for drying-mediated assembly. The obtained hybrid membrane was degraded into individual nanocapsules and degradation could be tuned by the crystal structure of CaP. In another approach, the free-standing membrane was assembled from DNA-coated liponanocapsules and then the counter-diffusion of ions was carried out across each assembled nanocapsule for CaP mineralization. The mechanical robustness of the membrane was significantly improved and its degradation was suppressed by CaP mineralization. This is probably because mineral cross-linkages were formed in the interspace between each nanocapsule. Fluorescent substances could be incorporated in each nanocapsule of the membrane and their release could be tuned by the control in crystal properties of CaP.